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A foreword from Morrisons
Our existing Supplier Database has become outdated and does not provide you with the tools & information you 
need to help us to work as a team to improve performance and grow sales.

We have been working closely with our chosen partner Atheon Analytics to provide rich, interactive visual  
reporting on supply chain performance for our suppliers through Atheon’s new SKUtrak Lite service as part of an 
overhaul of the Morrisons Supplier Database. The partnership provides you with access to rich, detailed  
information based on Atheon’s data analytics and visualisation platform, SKUtrak. The enhanced Morrisons  
Supplier Database will enable you to quickly view and interact  with sales and supply chain performance data; 
helping us both improve availability and reduce waste to better meet the needs of shoppers.

Why we are doing it
We want to work better and improve teamwork and believe our Supply Chain & Commercial teams working with 
the same data and integration tools as our Suppliers will allow us to improve sales, reduce supply chain waste 
and therefore increase profits together. We can work to agreed KPI’s in an open and transparent way to improve 
both businesses performance.

We have detailed below what information we will provide and how we believe it can be used to help us achieve 
our goals.

Sales
We will provide annual sales trends at an aggregated 
and line level for all your SKU’s. We should use this 
data to look for opportunities to remedy declining 
sales and reacting to improving sales trends to  
optimise sales opportunities.

Inbound
This will show your supplier service year to date   
allowing us to align on performance and work  
together to help understand the challenges and   
improve service eg forecast accuracy, stock holding or 
haulier/ consolidator performance.

Availability
We will flag poor availability performance over time 
with highlights to indicate the poorest performing 
SKU’s. We should work together to understand the 
issues and opportunities to fix this across the supply 
chain & stores.

Waste
We will provide annual waste trends at an aggregated 
and line level for all your SKU’s. We should use this 
data to look for opportunities to understand why  
products are not performing and look for   
opportunities to improve the performance e.g.   
reviewing forecasting, shelf life or case size   
opportunities.
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Stuart McCarthy, Head of Supply Chain- Fresh Operations, Wm Morrisons Supermarkets plc

Stock
We will share with you stock in both depot and 
stores to help us look for opportunities to reduce 
stock e.g shelf holding in store, delivery frequen-
cy or reviewing minimum order quantities.

Ranging
We will provide you with a ranging overview 
screen to allow you to look for any opportunities 
in either increasing sales or reducing waste.

Forecast
We will provide you with forecast information 
to allow you to better plan your production and 
stock holding. We will also indicate any products 
where the forecasts have changed significantly 
to allow us to work  
together to support any fluctuations in sales to  
minimise and risk.
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Filters: Selections made will apply across all screens. The bar will change to provide unique settings for 
some of the pages in ‘Lite’, making it easy to configure screens to relevant data in a matter of seconds. 
Switch the units to totals or ‘eaches’ (Eaches relates to items that are pre-packaged e.g a pack of apples, 
catch weight applies to products sold in variable quantities/weights)

Summary: Summary of sales over a variety of time periods and comparable periods. 
You can change the point of comparison by flipping the toggle in the ‘Filters’ bar.

Group & Time Matrix: Enables you to select how the sales data is 
presented . You have  the following display options: Category, Sub 
Category Brand & SKU. (*level of detail will determine on whether product matching 

has been completed for your SKUtrak account.)

Select a display option and the table will update to show your level of aggregation. If sales are in growth vs  
the comparable period the box will be highlighted in blue, if in decline it will be in red. When you select a 
time series or category/SKU etc  in this table, the graph will update to reflect your selection.

Visual comparison: The centre of the page provides a visual comparison of the items displayed in the data 
table. The report will update according to your selection, and either last year or previous period depending 
on the comparison period you have selected.

Sales
A summary of  sales data over time: 

Year to Date, Last Full Retail Week, Week to Date and Latest Day.  
Data can be viewed over rolling periods. 
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Waste
Summary of your Waste data over time: 

Year to Date, Last Full Retail Week, Week to Date 
and Latest Day.  Data can be viewed over rolling periods.  

Filters: Selections made will apply across all screens. The bar will change to provide unique settings for 
some of the pages in ‘Lite’, making it easy to configure screens to relevant data in a matter of seconds. 
The waste page also allows you to switch between Value/Volume or Actual / Percentage. 
 
Summary: Shows a summary of waste over a variety of time periods and comparable periods. You can 
change the point of comparison by flipping the toggle in the ‘Filters’ bar.

Group & Time Matrix: Enables you to change how the 
waste data is presented . You have  the following display 
options: Category, Sub Category Brand & SKU. (*level of detail 

will determine on whether product matching has been completed for your 

SKUtrak account.)

Select a display option and the table will update to show your level of aggregation. If waste 
numbers have grown vs comparable period the box will be highlighted in blue, if in decline it will 
be in red. When you select a time series or category/SKU etc  in this table, the graph will update to 
reflect your selection. 

Visual comparison: The centre of the page provides a visual comparison of the items displayed in 
the data table. The report will update according to your selection, and either last year or previous 
period depending on the comparison period you have selected. 
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In-Store Availability
Explore your in-store availability over 

time, and against target.

Filters: Selections made will apply across all screens. The 
bar will change to provide unique settings for some of the 
pages in ‘Lite’, making it easy to configure screens to relevant 
data in a matter of seconds. This page allows you to switch 
between Comparison/Target and set your real Target. 

Summary: Shows you a summary of your availability 
over time vs comparable periods. Change the point of 
comparison by flipping the toggle in the ‘Filters’ bar.

Group & Time Matrix: Change how the level of aggregation 
between these levels: Category, Sub Category Brand & SKU. (*level of 

detail will determine on whether product matching has been completed for your SKUtrak 

account.)

Once selected the table will update. If availability has increased on the comparable period the box will be 
highlighted in blue, if it has decreased it will be in red. Once selected, the graph will update.

Visual comparison: The centre of the page provides a visual comparison of the items displayed in the data 
table. The report will update according to your selection, and either last year or previous period depending 
on the comparison period you have selected.

Target: 
The grey shadow will  
be static to show you  
performance against 
target.

Comparison: 
The grey shadow will 
display the previous  
year or period 
dependant on  
selection in Filters.
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Inbound Service Level
Explore service levels into a retailer’s depot.

Target: 
The grey shadow will  
be static to show you  
performance against 
target.

Comparison: 
The grey shadow will 
display the previous  
year or period 
dependant on  
selection in Filters.

Filters: Selections made will apply across all screens. The 
bar will change to provide unique settings for some of 
the pages in ‘Lite’, making it easy to configure screens to 
relevant data in a matter of seconds. This page allows you 
to switch between Comparison/Target and set your real 
Target.

Summary: Shows you a summary of your Availability 
over time vs comparable periods. Change the point of 
comparison by flipping the toggle in the ‘Filters’ bar.

Group & Time Matrix: Change how the level of aggregation 
between these levels: Category, Sub Category Brand & SKU. 
(*level of detail will determine on whether product matching has been completed for 

your SKUtrak account.)

Once selected the table will update. If availability has increased on the comparable period the box will 
be highlighted in blue, if it has decreased it will be in red. Once selected, the graph will update.

Visual comparison: The centre of the page provides a visual comparison of the items displayed in the 
data table. The report will update according to your selection, and either last year or previous period 
depending on the comparison period you have selected.
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Stock in Trade
Explore stock levels at total, 

depot and estate level.

Stock Over Time: The graph on the right shows stocking history at both store and depot level. You can 
select individual products or depots to drill down.

SKU Status: Shows the status of each line in all environments at the most recent date. If we select an 
item here it will apply to the whole screen and provide a history of the product over time in the graph.

Filters: Selections made will apply across all screens. The bar will change to provide unique settings for 
some of the pages in ‘Lite’, making it easy to configure screens to relevant data in a matter of seconds. 
You can switch between stock value or stock volume.

Summary: Shows a summary of  Stock levels  in Depot, Stores, Totals and Days’ cover.

Depot Status: The top right of the page shows you current stock-holding by SKU by depot. Make 
selections at SKU level to display stockholding by depot.
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Ranging
Ranged stores by products and region.

Geographic ranging: By selecting a SKU/range or category, the map updates to display how many 
stores in each region hold the selected products. The darker the region the more products you have 
ranged in each area.

Ranging over time: Shows changes to your ranging over the last month. This is particularly helpful in 
double checking that temporary range increases are actioned during promotional periods, or that new 
seasonal launches have gone into effect.

Filters: Selections made will apply across all screens. The bar will change to provide unique settings for 
some of the pages in ‘Lite’, making it easy to configure screens to relevant data in a matter of seconds.

Summary: Shows a summary of how many stores your products are ranged in. You will also see your 
current average store ranging percentage in the far right.

SKU ranging: In the center of the page is a report of how many stores each product is ranged in, and the 
percentage of the total store count that product is available in.
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Forecasts
A 21 day order forecast.

Forecast time series: A visual representation of your forecast data. Shows you how the current forecast 
has adjusted based on the previous data available. The bar represents the most recent figures, and the 
line is the previous. This time series will adjust when you select individual or groups of products.

SKU level forecast: Each SKU is presented with its latest forecast, the point of comparison and the total 
variance between the two. Quickly see the demand change of each line you supply. Making a selection 
in this area will load the SKU onto the above time series.

Forecast Data: To download your forecast to Excel, click this box in the bottom right to view and 
download a CSV file.

Filters: Selections made will apply across all screens. The bar will change to provide unique settings for 
some of the pages in ‘Lite’, making it easy to configure screens to relevant data in a matter of seconds.

Summary: Most recent forecast total available from the retailer, the forecast totals vs comparable days, 
the daily averages and the absolute change (sum total of increase and decrease of forecasted amounts 
e.g -220 units on the 12/02 and +240 on the 13th will read as 460 in absolute change).
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Tel: 08444 145 501
Email: info@skutrak.com
Web: www.skutrak.com

Atheon Analytics Ltd. - The creators of SKUtrak 
Cranfield Innovation Centre, Cranfield, MK43 0BT


